
Staros Invented by Hogan 

 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN Tropical Oceans 

FREQUENCY Very Rare 

ORGANIZATION Solitaire 

ACTIVITY CYCLE Any 

DIET Omnivore 

INTELLIGENCE Genius (17-18) 

TREASURE A, I 

ALIGNMENT Lawful Evil 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NO. APPEARING 1 

ARMOR CLASS 5 

MOVEMENT 3 sw 12 

HIT DICE 10 

THAC0 11 

NO. OF ATTACKS 3(5) or special 

DAMAGE/ATTACKS 1d10+4 or 1d8+2 

SPECIAL ATTACKS Starfish, Mind Control 

SPECIAL DEFENSES Immune to Enchantment/Charm 

MAGIC RESISTANCE 30% 

SIZE H (20 feet diameter) 

MORALE Elite (13-14) 

XP VALUE 9500 

 

Floating through the oceans, the Staros resembles nothing more than like a giant starfish. As a matter of facts, that’s 

exactly what it is, but it’s a starfish unlike any which have ever come ashore with the waves as long as mankind can 

remember. A Staros’ texture is mostly a cross between red and pink, with yellow stripes along its 5 arms. In the center 

where the mouth should be, a single huge eye stares forward with a hypnotizing glare. It moves at great speed through 

the water by propelling its way by use of its arms. On land it can do an awkwardly walking by using two arms as 

supports. 

Although it is a sea-spawned creature, the Staros can breath both air and water, but cannot survive indefinitely above the 

sea. Therefore it prefers to stay close to the seas, or at places where it can get controlled humanoids to continually pour 

it with water, never venturing far inland.  

A Staros can communicate telepathic with all intelligent races. If in mind-contact with a specimen, it will be able to learn 

the specific language of that race completely within a few hours, and will hereafter be able to communicate with fluidly 

telepathy in that language. 

 

COMBAT 

Almost equal in power to the Kraken and the mighty Leviathan among the ocean kingdoms, a Staros is very powerful 

and able to dominate and enslave beings to do its bidding through various powers. 

First of all, its central eye is able to project a cone shaped sensory beam with a range of 30 yards, which can enslave any 

humanoid being of lesser status then Demigod. Those caught in the beam must save vs. petrification or become enslaved 

by the Staros. The beam is much a kind to the effect of a Charm Person spell, except that the recipient willingly serves 

the Staros in all aspects for the same duration of the spell. 

 

With each of its “arms”, the Staros is able to emit a bluish beam which strike through air and water with the magical 

force of an avalanche, doing 1d10+4 points of damage at a range of 90 yards on a successful hit. When swimming or 

floating, the Staros can bring all 5 “arms” into use, but since it on land needs two of these for support, only 3 of them 

can be brought upon its enemies. If at close range (5 feet or less), the Staros cannot use this beam, so it must resolve to 

clubbing damage against enemies within reach. This way it only deals 1d8+2 in damage with each arm. 

 

Once every second turn, the Staros can sprout forth a wave of small seeds from pores at the tips of all of its “arms”.  

These seeds will quickly expand and multiply into a small tide of starfish like beings which all resembles the Staros. The 

combined spray will cover an area with a length of 80 yards is a 30 degree cone, beginning in front of the Staros. Every 

organic being caught in the spray must make a save versus breath weapon with a –2. A failed saving throw means the 

victim has caught one of the starfish right in the face where it immediately attaches, covering the victims face. When this 

happens, the creature’s body is immediately put under control of the Staros, which will guide the body via its telepathic 

net. The Staros can control an unlimited number of beings this way, using memorized spells, special abilities and such.  

 

The controlled being is allowed to eat, drink and rest, but is unable to regain new spells or proficiencies while under the 

control of the Staros. Although the eyes are normally covered by the attached Starfish, the victim can still use his 

sensory organs. Removing the starfish from the victim requires a strength check with a –6. If successful, the victim is 

required to make a system chock, or die from the shock of having his brain being freed by force. Even if the system 

chock is ok, the victim still takes 2d10 in damage and is unconscious for 1d4 turns. Starfish, which don’t catch onto a 

victim, melts away into water within a few rounds (1d6+1), unless placed on a face of a victim before that happens. 



The biggest threat to the Staros is coldness. When the temperature of the environment drops below freezing point 

(except when in water as that sustains the starfish), its starfish are unable to get what sustains them, namely the water 

from the bodies they possess. They will die immediately and fall of their victims, leaving them mentally freed without 

any damage done (though they might need a few rounds to gain their senses, how many are up to the DM, and depends 

on how long time they have been under control). Cold will also cause a victim of the charming eye to snap out of the 

charming. Spells of cold, like Cone of Cold, Ice Storm etc., will immediately kill any starfish and cancel any of the 

dominating powers of the Staros already in effect on those hit by the spell. The Staros itself is also highly vulnerable to 

cold. Any spell of cold has a +1 per die of damage against it, and its magic resistance is cancelled. Furthermore its 

movement is severely limited and its attacks become feeble with –3 to hit. As its native to the seas, cold water doesn’t 

seem to hinder it, but arctic environment must have some kind of effect since it has never been reported such places. 

 

HABITAT/SOCIETY 

It is obvious that anything such big as a Staros needs plenty of nourishment to survive, and indeed it does, despite its 

obvious lack of anything resembling a mouth. The Staros dine by help of a disintegrating ray it can emit from the tip of 

its arms. These rays have only a range of a few feet and can only be used on organic, none-sentient material. 

Since two Staros never have been encountered together, it is mostly taken for granted that they are unable to mix well 

together, as their dominating mentality never would stand competition by any means. By an unspoken and telepathic 

agreement, a Staros who enters an area dominated by another Staros, quickly leaves for its own scheming grounds. Since 

they don’t manage well together, it proclaimed by sages that they don’t actually reproduce by getting together. A new 

Staros is born when one of the small starfish launched in their takeover action, attaches itself to a being with exceptional 

wisdom and intelligence (more than 16 in both abilities). There is a small chance that such a contact will have a chance 

of the starfish evolving into a mature Staros (the chances are about 1 in 20.000 for each sufficient host). During 

attachment, the starfish slowly absorbs some of the sentiency of its host. After a few weeks of attachment, the starfish 

has developed an intelligence of its own. It then leaves the victim for the nearest ocean where it within a decade (if 

surviving so far) matures into a fully grown Staros with all its powers of domination, ready to set forth and conquer its 

own part of the world. 

A successful Staros can enact a small kingdom on its own, but tend to do so in remote areas where the peculiar outlook 

(having a starfish glued to your face got to get you some attention!) of its servants will go unnoticed by others who 

might oppose its reign. This realm can be based undersea with servants of various humanoid races, or located in coastal 

villages or cities. The latter is preferred as the Staros is close to its native waters, but also has access to an unlimited 

supply of “willing” slaves from the various landbased races. 

 

ECOLOGY 

The Staros is a parasite by nature. It doesn’t produce anything, but let others do the hard work as soon as it has reached a 

sufficient size to start dominating others. Various sages and alchemists claim that parts of its body can be used in various 

potions and items with effects of charm, domination and seaworthiness. One Mindwizard (Psionic) once claimed that the 

eye membrane could be use to fathom a helmet which should enhance ones powers of the mind. A former slave and chef 

from the Drow city of Shallowsea, claimed to have made and served a brilliant treat out of a recipe on grilled Staros. So 

far, none has kept stomach long enough to test these claims. 

Since a Staros is rarely seen or even heard about, and it’s quite sure that it’s not interested in letting anyone living out 

their ideas, not many of these speculations has been claimed as true. 

 

VARIANTS 

Spell-jamming captains tell with awe of a variant of the Staros, which swims the depths of space, untouched by its cold, 

traveling from world to world, unleashing it starfish hordes and taking control through inside conquest. In size and shape 

these creature resemble the sea-bound Staros so much that they are bound to be of the same specie. Some sages 

speculate on the fact, that the Staros of the deeps also have the traveling abilities of its space-faring cousins, probably 

removing the need for water when they take flight, but they have chosen to dwell in the deep oceans in which the 

properly originated, although on what world and even what crystalsphere is a question left to ponder. 

 


